**Minor in Geography**

To officially declare your **Minor in Geography**, fill out the [declaration form](#). Once you have received confirmation of your minor declaration, you can access your progress towards your minor or certificate by [running a degree audit](#). If you have questions about the minor after you view your degree audit, contact Geography Advisor Joe Franklin at [jpfranklin@missouri.edu](mailto:jpfranklin@missouri.edu). More information about declaring a minor is [available here](#).

To receive a **Minor in Geography**:

- Fifteen (15) hours of Geography coursework are required to complete the minor.
- Nine (9) hours must be upper-level Geography courses (courses numbered 2000 and above).
- Nine (9) of the required hours must be taken as MU course work. Grades must be in the C range or above, with a minimum minor GPA of 2.0.
- A minor must be completed and awarded at the same time as the MU undergraduate degree.
- You cannot use minor coursework in your major. You cannot use the same coursework for multiple Arts and Science minors.
- Minor coursework cannot also be used in a Foreign Language Alternative.
- Once an Arts and Science minor is awarded, a student cannot return to MU to complete a major in the same department.